
Question: What is the most important outcome that you want for students when they
leave our schools after graduation?

(233 responses)

1. Responsible productive members of society.

2. To be a good individual

3. Become movers and shakers, represent Fruitport well

4. pride, work ethic, respect

5. feel worthy of their contributions to society

6. I hope students can look back on their experience at Fruitport Community Schools and feel an
overall sense of positivity and community

7. To feel supported and prepared for the next step and to be able to look back and feel proud of /
happy with their k-12 experience

8. ready to be adults who are happy, healthy, respectful, responsible, and flexible

9. Inclusiveness

10. To have the soft skills required to be successful in what their next step is. And to have confidence
in themselves that what they have gained through FCS will benefit them in the next step.

11. Confidence to go after their dreams

12. To be ready for the next step in their lives.

13. I want them to feel like they are intelligent and that they have a growth mindset



14. To know basic life skills and to understand how to take advantage of any opportunities that will
provide the best life for them

15. that they are equipped with the knowledge they need to pursue their dreams.

16. That they have a path/plan.

17. To be prepared for real life.

18. To be successful

19. Prepared and confident in their abilities.

20. I would like to see students be successful in post-school endeavors like college, trade schools,
and jobs.

21. Preparedness for post-graduation life with the chance to choose what they will do with their life

22. I desire for our students to be confident in what they have learned and ready to face what life
throws their way with determination to be successful.

23. They are prepared for whatever they have chosen to be next in their life.

24. be successful contributors to society

25. The most important outcome for our students is that whatever path they take after high school,
we have prepared them to know how to act, learn, and contribute to their environment.



26. To be a contributing, productive member of society who has been given the skills and tools to
achieve success.

27. After graduation, it is my hope that students are productive, viable members of the communities
they choose to be a part of, earning a livable wage for themselves and their families, and
bettering the planet in ways we can only imagine now.

28. How to be successful personally and at whatever they decide to do after graduation

29. For the students to be well rounded individuals, ready to conquer their post secondary dreams.

30. I want them to believe that they are in charge of their futures and be willing to work to get what
they want for their lives.

31. Able to obtain a job in the field of their desire, effective communicators, to have a positive self
image and be able to look back on strong relationships they had with at least one staff person
per building.

32. To become/continue to be a part positive part of our community

33. I want them to be prepared for whatever comes next.

34. College/Career ready!

35. Gainful employment

36. how to be positive contributor to society



37. I have always wanted our graduates to be productive members of society who are able to
financially take care of themselves and their families.

38. I want my children to be prepared for real life. I want them to be comfortable with people of all
walks of life and different viewpoints.

39. Compassionate moral young people with a well balanced education

40. To have a direction in where they are going. Too many kids get lost in the shuffle of having to go
to “college”. There are lots of students who do great and enjoy trade schools.

41. Have a career path in mind

42. To have the tools needed to go into whatever future is right for the student whether it’s college,
military, trade or workforce.

43. Employable

44. Prepared for life after high school

45. Possess fundamental skills for success.

46. Success in their future endeavors no matter what may be.

47. Success

48. Self confidence

49. Happy in their education experience, and capable of being a productive member of our
community

50. I want them to feel secure in their learning environment while being encouraged to achieve a
high standard of learning with minimal social distractions.



51. Readiness to survive on their own—— knowledge of money, housing, food prep, job options

52. to be able to be ready for and compete in today's job market

53. Sound education and a sense of understanding others.

54. To be educated for the world they will live in.

55. To be a productive member of society with goals and aspirations.

56. I want them to be prepared to be successful citizens in our community.

57.

58. To be prepared for whatever challenges they choose for the next step in their lives.

59. Students should have a plan for their future, whether that is continuing education, employment,
the military, etc.

60. College ready.

61. They are driven and can compete with others from neighboring schools for scholarships, etc.

62. To be able to be an important part of society and succeed

63. To be contributing members of society

64. They are success in whatever they choose

65. To be able to contribute to society as an upstanding person.

66. Prepared to contribute to society.

67. Preparedness for future



68. They know how to interact socially and be a good person.

69. To have real life skills they can apply after graduating, whether they decide to pursue a higher
education or not.

70. prepared for life outside of school

71. Job ready

72. Skilled, Productive, empathetic citizens

73. Students who are prepared for the "real world". They should be made aware of all opportunities
that are out there for them, as far as careers. They should show respect for others and spread
that skill to others along their way.

74. To know they matter

75. Ability to CHOOSE and be accepted into ANY post high school career path!

76. confidence

77. confidence within themselves

78. Strong "soft skills" for college or work

79. Think for themselves. Solve problems

80. They have a defined path & supported plan towards seeking a college degree, or a trade skill.

81. A sense of belonging and to feel equipped to achieve their dreams

82. Happy lives.

83. They need to be more prepared for college or life skills.

84. To leave with tools for a great future

85. The best education

86. Success



87. I feel like there should be someone to help them with any questions, interview or whatever.

88. Be successful

89. That our kids are being taught THE truth, not "your" truth from the teachers. I want my children to
know how to make a decision for themselves, to be educated in all the subjects with the truth of
how everything happened. And to be good citizens, Hard working, motivated, good team work,
caring for others....

90. That they came from a school that cared

91. A career plan

92. Preparedness

93. Tools to be self supporting

94. Ready for real life

95. Be ready for the real world. Prepared for life after high school.

96. To have an understanding and path of how they can be successful.

97. Happy lives and full of successful opportunities.

98. Educated in the real world handwriting balance a household budget have consists

99. Educated...not pushed through. Motivated . Community minded.

100. Valuable education and self confidence

101. That they are ready for real world experiences and have knowledge and resources to help
when things get tough.

102. Opportunities



103. Good knowledge inside and outside the classroom

104. Preparedness for their next level of education/work/ trade school etc

105. I want my children to be confident and have the necessary skills and knowledge to be able to
compete with others from across the country.

106. Prepared for the real world

107. I want them prepared and exposed to diversity

108.

109. Exemplary citizens, Leaders in our community.

110. Success without being pushed towards college and more focus on trades and skilled labor.

111.I want them to be kind, ready for the world and to be a contributing member to society.

112. To remember how school molded them into preparing for the future

113. Successful and Kind Humans

114. To have a plan of action for transitioning into adulthood. Whether that is college, trade
school, or workforce.

115. CAPABLE OF BEING SELF SUFFICIENT

116. That they are ready for the real world

117. I want them to have a foundation to move forward and be successful.

118. opportunities for further education

119. Honestly - that they think they are valuable. Academically, problem-solvers

120. Innovative, self-motivated, empathetic



121. Being able to go on to higher learning and be a productive member of society

122. That they have been prepared for the world. In as many aspect as can be taught

123. A drive to continue education!

124. To be prepared for life with necessary skills. Not everyone goes to college. Car maintenance,
cooking, and basic home repairs are also important.

125. Be prepared to fight the good fight, create a kinder world

126. Real world ready

127. To be productive ,members of society

128. Confident to tackle a new trade or education

129. Ability to move right into chosen pathways, whether college, work, trades, etc.

130. To be able to feel they are "enough," whatever they do.

131. To be Able to make the next step into life successfully

132. Knowledge

133. Ready to learn on their own.

134. Preparedness for facing the world’s challenges in school and work.

135. Success

136. Life skills to succeed and care for themselves

137. Well rounded education



138. to keep their sense of community, be proud of the school and community they come from,
and have a well-rounded education that will let them be successful whether they choose to go
into skilled trades, higher education, or wherever they go.

139. To have a solid plan for how they're going to earn a living.

140. Success

141. Prepared for real life - NOT just memorizing or knowing how to take a test.

142. Ready for the real world not just college

143. To be confident in themselves when they head into the world

144. They have been prepared for the next levels of challenges

145. Help with mental help, see too much suicidal children in hospital

146. To be prepared to enter college, or the workforce; and to be good people.

147. feeling educated and cared for

148. To be productive members of our community and to have a path to get them where they
want to go (enlist, employ, enroll)

149. Being prepared for their next chapter whether it is college or something else.

150. Prepared and informed to take the next steps in their education or careers. Know how to be
a better member of the community

151. Real world skills(more knowledge about financial responsibilities that adults have to deal with
in like as an adult)



152. Good work ethic and life skills.

153. To succeed

154. College and life readiness.

155. I would like my children to be prepared for the future both academically, socially and
emotionally

156. Prepared for college/trade school

157. Pride in themselves and where they came from

158. They are properly prepared for the next steps in life

159. For them to have an understanding that they determine what success is, not society. Give
them direction and confidence.

160. To actually have a education

161. Prepared for the future.

162. They should be able to thrive with whatever career path they choose. They should feel safe
in life and be a good steward of kindness and know how to help provide resources to those who
may need assistance. They should be happy and healthy.

163. Good citizens

164. Not fail, not be clueless in the real world

165. Having had a son who has graduated from FHS, his academic preparedness for college has
been important, as well as his ability to solve real life problems such as buying books, figuring
out housing, and so on.



166. Positively contributing to our community

167. Success and being proud that they were a Trojan

168. Readiness

169. To have/reach goals, ambition

170. I want students who leave Fruitport Schools after graduation to be empowered, informed,
and enthusiastic about being contributing members of society and hopefully someday our
Fruitport community.

171. Being a good and kind human who is ready to meaningfully contribute to society and our
community. Prepared for working at a real entry level job.

172. educated

173. To feel accomplished

174. Go to college!

175. Success in college or success in trades, led by healthy self esteem and a well rounded
perspective of life outside our relatively segregated community

176. Preparation: financial education is more important in high school than AP Calculus. Financial
literacy will be more valuable to each individual than courses designed for advanced math that
are offered at college or dual enrollment.

177. To be able to function in the realism of life.

178. Continued Preparedness for the next step in their lives, whether it is college, trade school, or
entering the workforce.

179. To be happy and confident.



180. They have the opportunity for continued education and have the skills to thrive

181. responsibility and accountability

182. To be productive, successful members of their respective communities

183. An education that makes them employable

184. Determined and hardworking

185. To be able to think for themselves, believe in themselves and take reasonable risks, be
independent & have skills needed to keep learning & growing

186. Prepared to meet the ever changing world.

187. Integrity and kindness

188. To know that they have a purpose. They don’t necessarily need a college degree to fulfill
their dreams.

189. Good job

190. A path to their next step. Trade, college, etc...

191. Prepared, respect, excitement

192. Have a vision for their next steps and ready to take it on academically and emotionally

193. Be prepared for next steps whether that is college, employment or other skilled training.

194. Success to their personal ability

195. To be prepared for the real world and their adult life.

196. To feel they have a solid foundation to build on

197. Integrity & Academically Knowledgeable

198. That they all know they can do anything in this world if they put their kind to it. And just to be
a kind person to all

199. Being a productive member of society



200. Competent with kids from other schools.

201. Independence and belief that they can succeed

202. That they speak the absolute truth in love.

203. Life skills

204. Be successful

205. That no matter their social economical status, they feel like they were seen and heard while
attending school in our district. That their needs were met in whatever area or level of learning
that they required.

206. able to succeed in their chosen path--either workforce or college

207. Have the skills to succeed in college

208. That they are confident that they will succeed in whatever they do!

209. Whether it's college or trade school I would hope all students graduate with plenty of
education on what is right for them. By giving students options other than just college it opens a
whole new world for them. I've heard amazing things about fruitport schools and hope that it
continues to improve in any and all ways for the students.

210. To be self-reliant, independent thinkers, with the common sense knowledge to succeed in
whatever they endeavor.

211. Ability to be independent



212. Prepared for college or to enter the workforce.

213. That they leave Fruitport thinking one day they would send their children here.

214. Having life skills and a plan for their future

215. I want them to be responsible citizens.

216. I want them to know that bullying is not a good thing

217. to think back at their time at FCS with fondness

218. See above

219. I'd like them to be well aware of the many career opportunities.

220. To be able to think creatively and be an agent of change for the world.

221. To be successful in life.

222. Responsibility

223. To be career ready

224. To be young, professional adults who will be ready to move on to their next chapter whether
college or a career.

225. Accomplishment

226. well prepared for life after high school, career focused professional, technical, or vocational

227. I want them to know that they have options for their future and to have a sense of direction
and feel prepared.

228. To become a functional person in society

229. To be happy



230. Be prepared to move forward in life and become a productive citizen

231. Feeling accomplished and loved by those that taught them the most.

232. Properly educated and academically prepared for college and and/or career.

233. Ability to problem solve and persevere, tackle hard jobs and hard work, be good citizens.


